Recently, a novel concept of a non-probabilistic novelty detection measure, based on a multi-scale quantification of unusually large learning efforts of machine learning systems, was introduced as learning entropy (LE). The key finding with LE is that the learning effort of learning systems is quantifiable as a novelty measure for each individually observed data point of otherwise complex dynamic systems, while the model accuracy is not a necessary requirement for novelty detection. This brief paper extends the explanation of LE from the point of an informatics approach towards a cognitive (learning-based) information measure emphasizing the distinction from Shannon's concept of probabilistic information. Fundamental derivations of learning entropy and of its practical estimations are recalled and further extended. The potentials, limitations, and, thus, the current challenges of LE are discussed.
Introduction
Complexity measures and novelty detection measures, which are based on Shannon's entropy [1] , are probabilistic measures that do not consider the governing laws of systems explicitly. On the contrary, computational learning systems can approximate at least the contemporary governing laws of dynamical behavior. Novelty detection in dynamical systems is approached either by probabilistic approaches (e.g., [2] ) or by utilization of learning systems, e.g., [3] .
As the representative examples of probability-based novelty detection approaches, i.e., the statistical novelty measures and probabilistic entropy measures, we should mention sample entropy (SampEn) and approximate entropy (ApEn) [4, 5] ; SampEn and ApEn relate to fractal measures and thus to multi-scale evaluation [6] [7] [8] [9] that is based on the concept of power-law [10] . The benefits of these multi-scale techniques were also shown via works on coarse-graining extensions to SampEn in [11, 12] and recently also in [13] . Further, compensated transfer entropy [14] is another probabilistic technique for entropy evaluation via the conditional mutual information between present and past states. The probabilistic entropy approach for fault detection was published in [15] and probabilistic technique for sensor data concept drift (also concept shift) appeared in [16] .
Among the probabilistic novelty approaches, we shall also mention the currently popular concepts of generalized entropies, especially, the extensively studied Tsallis and Rényi entropies
Concept of Learning Information Measure
A loose parallel between entropy concepts of informatics and thermodynamics can be drawn regarding learning systems and training data. More novel data carries more information from the point of view of a learning system. When novel training data are presented to the learning system (after its pretraining), then the learning algorithm responds via its learning activity with its adaptive parameters. Hence, the information (novelty) that training data means to the learning system changes the activity of learning system, similar to how heat changes the energy of thermodynamical systems. For incrementally learning systems with a vector of all adaptive parameters w, the novelty in data can change the actual learning effort, so the actual weight updates ∆w or at least some of them, indicate the novelty that the data provides to the contemporary trained learning systems. The weight updates represent additional information for a better description of real systems by neural networks (or learning systems in general). These loose analogies between the novelty of training data, learning effort, and weight updates are the necessary information elements to improve system description, as well as to draw connotations from the concept and meaning of entropy in a general sense, including those of thermodynamics and information theory (a review on meanings of entropy can be found in [40] ).
According to Shannon's probabilistic approach, the amount of self-information I that the value y(k) can provide to an observer, depends on its inverse probability as follows:
where p(y(k)) is the probability of value y(k) that is in fact independent of the discrete time index k, and the less frequent value of y(k) the larger information it provides to an observer. However, if the observer is a learning system that learns the governing law of data, then the statistically new data do not necessarily provide new information (i.e., as with the non-repeating, yet deterministic chaos). The statistically new data can still comply with the temporarily learned governing law, so the learning system is not "surprised" by its appearance. This points us to the essence of calculating the novelty (information) that data provide to an observer in a different way than that established via the Shannon probabilistic sense as in (1) . While the probabilistic information measure is based on clustering that utilizes a distance between vectors of data, we may quantify the familiarity of a learning-system with data because the learning system considers data to be novel if the data do not comply with the contemporary learned governing law via the following:
• Supervised learning (as for given input-output patterns with supervised learning), or via • unsupervised learning (such as learned by clustering methods, SOMs, or auto-encoders).
The most straightforward way to quantify novelty with supervised learning is to use a model (e.g., prediction) error that indicates the expectancy of the actual data from the governing-law viewpoint. However, this assumes to have a correctly designed learning model that is not trivial to obtain for the real-world data. In fact, the (prediction) error is not the most straightforward quantity that either tells us how much information the learning system needs, or how much learning effort it is going to spend to become more familiar with the new data. The higher error does not necessarily mean that the actually presented data are novel because the model can be limited in the quality of approximation, and its generalization capability is unknown for data that never occurred before. Also, the model error is only one component of the learning algorithm and each model parameter can be updated with different significance and magnitude, depending on other factors including inputs. During sample-by-sample or sliding-window batch pretraining on the initial training dataset, the weights become updated with smaller and smaller updates in each consecutive training epoch, so the parameters of a learning system converge up to a certain pattern of behavior. Thus, for the pretraining dataset, the average update magnitudes of individual weights finally become constant, i.e., |∆w| = const.. If retraining continued for further data that comply with the pretrained governing law, then in principle, further weight updates of a pretrained learning system would not be larger than those during pretraining (even if the model could not learn the governing law properly). However, if the retraining data involve data samples that do not comply with the temporarily learned governing law, the weight update behavior changes as the learning system tends to get adapted to novel data and weight updates can be larger (see middle axes in Figure 1 for k ≥ 400).
Thus, the learning updates ∆w represent learning effort and they are suitable for evaluation of how much information the new data convey to a learning system in terms of the contemporary learned governing law. In particular, if all weights are updated within the usually large magnitudes, then the retraining data do not bring any new information to the learning system. However, if more weights are updated with unusual updates, the data appear to be more unexpected, thus leading to a more unusual learning effort. This also means that data convey more information to the learning system. Thus, the detection of unusual weight updates can be used to detect novel data, and naturally Entropy 2019, 21, 166 4 of 14 the higher count of unusual updates the more information the retraining data convey to the already pretrained model. Then, a (machine) learning-based information measure can be generally proposed via a suitable aggregation of unusual learning increments as follows:
where A(.) represents a general aggregation function and f (.) denotes a function that quantifies the unusuality of the learning effort via learning increments (assuming the learning system has been pretrained on the training data). So far in our research of LE [34, 36, 38, [41] [42] [43] , a summation has been applied as the aggregation function A(.) as follows:
and f (.) for detection of unusually large learning effort has been defined via unusually large weight increments as follows
In reality, it is practically impossible to choose the best bias that determines the unusually large weight update magnitudes for proper evaluation of (4), so the detection sensitivity for unusually large weight updates was resolved via a power-law based multi-scale approach as in [34, 43] and that is reviewed and modified in later sections.
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In reality, it is practically impossible to choose the best bias that determines the unusually large weight update magnitudes for proper evaluation of (4), so the detection sensitivity for unusually large weight updates was resolved via a power-law based multi-scale approach as in [34, 43] and that is reviewed and modified in later sections. (19) detect the noise as the novelty immediately at its occurrence at k > 400 and then LE decreases as the large variance of learning increments becomes a new usual learning pattern (details on LE and its orders can be found in Section 4.1 and 4.2).
Shannon Entropy versus Learning Entropy
Until now, we have discussed the Shannon entropy, i.e., the probabilistic, information measure
L y k represents the quantity of how unusual data sample () yk is. However, we cannot think about L in the sense of histogram-bin clustered data, because while for the Shannon concept I it holds that 
Until now, we have discussed the Shannon entropy, i.e., the probabilistic, information measure I (1) vs. the learning-system-based concept of information measure L (3) and (4) . Both I(y(k)) and L(y(k)) represents the quantity of how unusual data sample y(k) is. However, we cannot think about L in the sense of histogram-bin clustered data, because while for the Shannon concept I it holds that
where i denotes the bin index, the learning measure L is likely to be different for two identical values of data at different times because of the learning process; i.e.,
Thus, it is apparent from (5) and (6) that the Shannon entropy definition, i.e., the probability-weighted average of the information measure
where i denotes the normalized histogram bin index, and cannot be used in the same way for the learning-based measure L. In light of the learning-based information measure L and its distinction from the Shannon measure I, a multiscale extension of L via (3) and (4) was introduced as the approximate individual sample learning entropy (AISLE) in [34] (for more details, see Section 4 below). AISLE reflects the amount of the unusually large learning effort that learning system spends on updating to novel data, and thus it reflects the amount of new information that data means to a learning system (or loosely such as the energy with which novel data boosts the learning engine). The most straightforward measure based on AISLE is the learning entropy profile (LEP) that was defined in [34] as the cumulative sum of LE in time over the whole interval of data as follows
Thus, the LEP is a function that quantifies the novelty that a pretrained learning system is able to find in a new dataset in terms of its unusual learning effort. The last point of LEP is called the learning entropy of a model (LEM)
In other words, LE characterizes how pretrained neural network is unfamiliar with each new data point (in time), while the LEP quantifies the total amount of novelty that the interval of data has conveyed to the pretrained learning system, and it also gives a notion about the novelty (learning information) in data from the point of learning effort for the used mathematical structure and its particularly used learning algorithm. Based on incremental learning (11), we can see from (3), (4), (8) and (9) that the learning entropy of a model is always increasing.
Algorithms for Learning Entropy Estimation
The previous sections recalled the concept of LE and discussed it with connotation to a (machine) learning-based information concept. Further, the theoretical multiscale algorithm for the estimation of LE is reviewed in Section 4.1, followed with practical formula in Section 4.2 with new direct formula in Section 4.3.
The Multiscale Approach
A general form of a learning system (LS) is as follows:
whereỹ is the vector of actual outputs, u is the vector of inputs (including feedbacks in case of a recurrent learning system), F(.) is the general mapping function of LS, and w represents the vector of 
where ∆w(k) is the vector of actual weight updates that depend on a particularly chosen learning algorithm and its potential modification. The concept of learning entropy is based on the evaluation of unusual weight updates as the unusual learning pattern can indicate novelty in training data; i.e., the new information that new samples of data carry in respect to what the NN contemporary has learned already [34] . This methodology to evaluate the learning entropy through the unusually large weight updates was recently introduced [34] and then reviewed with some simplifications recently in [35, 36, 38] . The first important parameters here are as follows:
• α is the relative detection sensitivity parameter that defines the crisp border between usual weight updates and unusually large ones (since the optimal α is never known in advance, the multi-scale evaluation has to be adopted).
• M is the length of the floating window over which the average magnitudes of the recent weight updates are calculated (for periodical data, there is also the lag m between the actual time and the end of the window, see p. 4179 in [34] ),
Then the unusual learning effort of LS can be evaluated at each learning update (through (11)) as the count of unusually large weight increments for all weights of the LS as follows:
where f (.) is the detection function defined for every individual weight increment as follows:
where the detection sensitivity α is defined above, σ ∆w is the standard deviation of recently usual weight update magnitude, and the average weight-update magnitude can be calculated as follows:
where M is the length of the floating window and m is the optional lag for data with features of periodicity (as indicated in Equation (27) in [34] . Notice, we should calculate |∆w| when a learning system had been already pretrained in such a way so learning does not display any more convergence (LE is attractive also for that it is principally independent of any model accuracy [43] , while the pretraining and further learning are the key principles of LE).
Since the count of all unusual weight updates L(k, α) depends on detection sensitivity α, and since we do not know the optimal sensitivity for the particular learning system (i.e., for the particular LS, or the learning algorithm used, or for the data) we shall overcome this single scale issue by using a multi-scale approach that evaluates the unusual learning effort over the whole interval of detection sensitivities α ∈α. Considering that the real-word quantities non-linearly depend on parameters and being inspired by the use of the power-law from fractal analysis, we can assume that the dependence
of the count of unusual weight updates on the detection sensitivity can be characterized via exponent H in the power-law relationship as follows:
and the characterizing exponent H then can be estimated as the slope of the log-log plot as
where α max was defined in [34] as the value where first unusual weight updates can be detected within all data. Alternatively, α max is defined as follows:
Finally, we arrive at the definition of the learning entropy E as the normalized measure of unusually large learning effort at every weight update as follows
where E = 0 means that no learning updates of all parameters are unusually large ∀α ∈α and E → 1 as all learning updates of all parameters are unusually large ∀α ∈α. In fact, the learning entropy E in (18) is considered to be the first-order learning entropy because the detection function (13) is calculated with the first difference (≈ first-order derivative) of weights (as it results from (11)). It appeared useful to practically enhance LE computation with higher-order differences of weight updates that contribute to more reliable novelty detection as the higher order weight difference terms indicates useful noise filtering [34] [35] [36] 38] . To compute the LE of various orders, the corresponding weight differences can be used in formulas (12)-(14) as in Table 1 . Table 1 . Order of learning entropy (OLE) is determined by the difference in the order of weight increments in (12)- (14) .
E r r th OLE Detection Function Modifications for Varying Orders of LE
It should be emphasized, that the first important factor that affects the quality of the use of LE for novelty detection (i.e., for detecting data samples or intervals that carry new information that the neural network is not yet familiar with), is the proper pretraining of the neural network (e.g., an initial data set for further use online). In this case, the proper pretraining can be defined as such a long or repeated training as long as a learning performance index decreases, i.e., until the learning system tends to learn from data. In general, of course, the quality of adaptive novelty detection using the above derived LE further depends on the particularly chosen type of learning system, on the selected learning rule, on other setups that can be optimized the better we understand LS, the process, and its data.
This section recalled the theoretical derivation of learning entropy based on the fractal characterization of the power-law relationship of increased learning effort with a multiscale setup of detection parameter sensitivity α. The next section recalls a practical algorithm for the estimation of LE via cumulative sums and then a new direct algorithm based on the z-scoring of the temporal matrix of learning increments is introduced.
Practical Algorithm for Learning Entropy
The theoretical derivation of learning entropy (18) in Section 4.1 is based on estimating the characterizing exponent H as the slope of the log-log plot. In works [34, 43] , the calculation of characterizing exponent H of a log-log plot was replaced by the sum of quantities L(α) calculated for multiple values of detection sensitivities α and for all neural weight, so the learning entropy can be approximated as follows
where E = 0 means that no learning updates of all parameters are unusually large for any sensitivity α, and E = 1 means that all learning updates of all parameters are unusually large for all sensitivities α, and where the sum is normalized for the length of vector α and for the total number of neural weights n w , and thus (19) represents an approximation of LE. Particularly in [34] , it is shown that the sum of L(α) along given by formula (12) in principle correlates to the log-log plot slope H calculated by formula (16) . In particular, the steeper slope H is in a log-log plot, the more the L(α) counts increase along sensitivities α ∈ α, and that naturally results in the largest sum for most novel samples in data because L(α) starts increasing as soon as the neural network is learning more novel data. It is not necessary to find the exact value of α max (see (16) and (17)), because α can in principle contain even larger values of α when calculated by (19) . Thus, E A in (19) was introduced as approximate individual sample learning entropy (AISLE) when the sample-by-sample adaptation learning rule is used; e.g., the gradient descent learning in [34] and it was used also in works [35, 36, 38] . An example of AISLE of various orders is shown in Figure 1 .
A Direct Algorithm
With mathematical symbols for the mean such as x, for standard deviation as σ(x), and considering (14) introduces a special Z-scoring as follows:
then a new formula for the estimation of LE can be introduced as an alternative to AISLE from (19) as follows:
In contrast to previously proposed formulas for LE (18) and (19) that involved only the occurrences of unusually large learning efforts, the new direct formula (21) has the potential to quantify both unusually large learning efforts as well as unusually small ones; i.e., when the novelty in data makes weights become rapidly converging so their updates yield is unusually small in time and thus (21) results in unusually small values (see Figure 3 and the discussion there). Nevertheless, the novelty in data may be potentially detected even when only very few weight updates (or even a single one) unusually largely increase, and this makes LE be a very sensitive method. However, in principle, this is not well detectable by the LE formula (21) because the other weight updates may result in a negative contribution to E as z(|∆w i (k)|) < 0 for some i. Since (21) can also result in negative values of E (when the majority of weights are usually updated, or with even smaller updates), it would not provide a sharp border between usual and unusual learning effort. Thus, we can enhance (21) as follows
E(k) ∈ 0, +∞) (22) that both
• detects only unusually large weight-update increments, larger than their recent mean plus β× standard deviation, and • also directly computes their absolute significance (due to Z-scoring) for each weight while it was calculated in the previous concept of LE (18) and (19) via the multiscale evaluation over sensitivity setups (as recalled in Section 4.1 and (19)).
In order to achieve a normalized value of E in (22) as well as to cope with the single-scale issue of selection β, we propose to estimate the r-th order LE with this direct approach using a threshold function f (.) as well as multiple setups of sensitivity β as follows
where again E A = 0 means that no learning updates of all parameters are unusually large ∀β ∈ β, and E A = 1 means that all learning updates of all parameters are unusually large ∀β ∈ β. Furthermore, β represents a parameter of detection sensitivity that is related to the standard deviation of recent weight-update magnitudes and it causes formulas (22) and (23) work as follows:
• if β = 0, the weight-update magnitudes larger than their recent mean are summed in (22) or counted in (23), i.e., the detection of unusual learning effort is the most sensitive one, • if β = 1, only the weight-update magnitudes larger than their recent mean plus one standard deviation are summed in (22) or counted in (23), i.e., the detection of unusual learning effort is less sensitive, • if β = 2, only the weight-update magnitudes larger than their recent mean plus two standard deviations are summed in (22) or counted in (23), i.e., the detection of unusual learning effort is even less sensitive, and, similarly, the detection of unusually large learning effort is less sensitive with the increasing parameter β while the vector of detection sensitivities β must not necessarily be a vector of integers.
The performance of the direct algorithm (23) is demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3 , and we found the performance fairly comparable to the previously introduced estimation of LE (19) as we compared it with the same learning system and the same (gradient descent) learning algorithm and similar data as in Figure 1 . Figures 1 and 3 ).
Limitations and Further Challenges
At first, the main considerations for both the power and weakness of learning entropy are the choice of a proper learning system, the learning algorithm, and its setups. Thus, background knowledge and relevant skills with machine learning can crucially affect the performance of LE.
Second, the fundamental assumption for learning entropy is that a learning system that adapts its weights via w is already pretrained. This is demonstrated both in Figure 1 and also in Figure 3 for 700 k , where the adaptive predictor was pretrained on initial deterministic time series that suddenly changed to white noise for 400,700) k . Then, the noisy data samples at 400 k results in the immediate increase of learning effort, so the LE increases immediately after 400 k . However; the complexity of pure white noise for 400,700) k disables the learning system for retraining, so the weight increments do not converge
at all yet the LE decreases because the learning pattern is usually found within 400,700) k . Thus, when the data changes back to deterministic ones for 700 k (Figure 3 ), the LE fails to detect this novelty (bottom axis Figure 3 ) because the adaptive predictor was not retrained due to extreme complexity of the preceding signal (noise) and thus the new data for 700 k do not induce the increased learning effort. (23) for not pretrained adaptive predictor with a too low learning rate µ = 0.05 (left graphs) and for reasonable learning rate µ = 1 (right graphs); normally distributed noise is within k ∈< 400, 750 > (same as in Figures 1 and 3 ).
Second, the fundamental assumption for learning entropy is that a learning system that adapts its weights via ∆w is already pretrained. This is demonstrated both in Figure 1 and also in Figure 3 for k > 700, where the adaptive predictor was pretrained on initial deterministic time series that suddenly changed to white noise for k ∈ 400, 700) . Then, the noisy data samples at k > 400 results in the immediate increase of learning effort, so the LE increases immediately after k = 400. However; the complexity of pure white noise for k ∈ 400, 700) disables the learning system for retraining, so the weight increments do not converge at all yet the LE decreases because the learning pattern is usually found within k ∈ 400, 700) . Thus, when the data changes back to deterministic ones for k > 700 (Figure 3) , the LE fails to detect this novelty (bottom axis Figure 3 ) because the adaptive predictor was not retrained due to extreme complexity of the preceding signal (noise) and thus the new data for k > 700 do not induce the increased learning effort.
The previously demonstrated limitation of LE (18, 19, 23 ) is based on a theoretical example, and so far, we have not encountered this issue in our research with deterministic systems or with real-world data. However, this theoretical case certainly demonstrates the challenge for further enhancement of algorithms for estimation of LE. The previously demonstrated limitation of LE (18, 19, 23 ) is based on a theoretical example, and so far, we have not encountered this issue in our research with deterministic systems or with realworld data. However, this theoretical case certainly demonstrates the challenge for further enhancement of algorithms for estimation of LE.
In future research, the intermediate alternative of the direct algorithm (21) shall be investigated as it can capture both suddenly increased learning effort and, with some latency due to floating averaging, also the immediate decrease of learning effort (Figure 3 , middle axes, k > 700). Also, it is important to study LE with learning systems with more powerful learning criteria such as the ones employing generalized entropies (square-error based learning criteria have been investigated so far).
Conclusions
The main finding is that the learning effort of a pretrained learning model is quantifiable as a new (machine) learning-oriented information measure for each individually observed sample of data of otherwise complex dynamic systems while the model accuracy is not a necessary requirement for The alternative LE estimation (21) displays capability to capture both unusually large learning effort as well as unusually small one, while the currently proposed algorithms of LE (18, 19, 23) are based on capturing unusually large learning effort and the novelty detection when the noise (400 < k ≤ 700) changes back to deterministic signal for k > 700 is still a challenge. So far, we found the Direct Algorithm (23) (bottom axes) be practically comparable to the original LE estimation (19) (see Figure 1 with a similar type of data).
The main finding is that the learning effort of a pretrained learning model is quantifiable as a new (machine) learning-oriented information measure for each individually observed sample of data of otherwise complex dynamic systems while the model accuracy is not a necessary requirement for novelty detection. The method and the obtained results present LE as a cognitive concept of real-time novelty detection, where new information in data can be quantified via unusual learning effort, while, in principle, the error of the learning systems itself is not substantial. Being relieved from the assumption that model errors and novelty in data must be correlated, LE has the potential to detect novelty in complex behavior even with the use of imprecise learning systems. Thus, LE establishes a novel concept for research of new cognitive information measures with prospects to adaptive signal processing and cognitive computational intelligence methods with the very essence of learning systems. 
